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1. HITHERTO UNIDENTIFIED AMERICAN PHONED CUBEMB 19 JULY TRYING
FOR SECOND TIME IN WEEK TO EMBASSY, LURED SUBJ TO HOTEL RESTAURANT. SUJB IDENTIFIED SUJB AS
ELDON HENSEN, CATTLEMAN, ATHENS, TEXAS, PHONE OR-54787. SAID WILLING TRAVEL, HAS MANY GOOD CONTACTS
IN STATES, CAN "MOVE THINGS FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER". SAID
WOULD HAVE TO CHECK OUT SUJB FIRST, SOME DELAY INEVITABLE. WARNED
SUJB NEVER AGAIN PHONE CUBEMB, TOO DANGEROUS. SUJB SAID WANTS
MONEY FOR COOPERATION, IS NOW UNDER FINANCIAL PRESSURE. SUGGESTED
OR REPRESENTATIVE CONTACT HIM IN STATES BY PHONE, NOT VISIT.
SUJB FAMILY NOT AWARE HIS TRIP TO MEXI. THIS HIS SECOND TRIP
MEXI SPECIFICALLY TO EMBASSY, AGREED ACCEPT
PHONE CALL WITH KEY WORD "LAREDO" AS CALL FROM

2. AT STATION REQUEST POSING AS CUBEMB OFFICER MADE
CONTACT ON HOUSE PHONE AFTERNOON 19 JULY, ALLUDED TO CALL TO
EMBASSY, LURED SUJB TO HOTEL RESTAURANT. SUJB IDENTIFIED SUJB AS
ELDON HENSEN, CATTLEMAN, ATHENS, TEXAS, PHONE OR-54787. SAID MILLIN
HELP CASTRO GOVERNMENT IN US, WILLING TRAVEL, HAS MANY GOOD CONTACTS
IN STATES, CAN "MOVE THINGS FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER". SAID
WOULD HAVE TO CHECK OUT SUJB FIRST, SOME DELAY INEVITABLE. WARNED
SUJB NEVER AGAIN PHONE CUBEMB, TOO DANGEROUS. SUJB SAID WANTS
MONEY FOR COOPERATION, IS NOW UNDER FINANCIAL PRESSURE. SUGGESTED
OR REPRESENTATIVE CONTACT HIM IN STATES BY PHONE, NOT VISIT.
SUJB FAMILY NOT AWARE HIS TRIP TO MEXI. THIS HIS SECOND TRIP
MEXI SPECIFICALLY TO EMBASSY, AGREED ACCEPT
PHONE CALL WITH KEY WORD "LAREDO" AS CALL FROM
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PLAYED CAGEY, MADE NO COMMITMENTS.

3. SUBJ APPEARS IN THIRTIES, ABOUT SIX FEET FOUR, POWERFUL BUILD, OVER 200 POUNDS, BLACK HAIR PARTED ON RIGHT AND CROPPED CLOSE SIDES AND BACK, SUN TANNED, WEDDING BAND LEFT HAND, POINTED BOB HOPE SKIN NOSE. WORE KHAKI PANTS, OLIVE SPORT SHIRT, PLAIN BROWN SHOES, WHITE SOCKS, SMOKED UNFILTERED CIGARETTES HELD IN LEFT HAND. A-11 BELIEVES HAD BEEN DRINKING. BARKER WITNESSED MEETING FROM NEARBY TABLE.

4. CHENNY INFORMED 20 JULY, WILL PICK UP HOTEL REGISTRATION CARD AND HANDLE STATESIDE INVESTIGATION. STATION WILLING MAKE A-1 AVAILABLE FOR FURTHER CONTACT WITH SUBJ IN MEXI IF DEEMED ADVISABLE. DETAILS BEING POUCHED. REQUEST TRACES.
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